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Overview 

•a “light” dark sector?

•why electron beams? 

•         ... tomorrow?

•  BDX progress

•what can be done today?
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Naive guess: overclosure? 

Naive guess: ruins CMB?
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A: Yes! (too) many possibilities...

If  there are light particles, let’s find them! 

⇠ 15%

⇠ 85%

? ?
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Visible Sector

SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y

u, c, t, d, s, b

e, µ, ⌧, ⌫e, ⌫µ, ⌫⌧
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FIG. 5: a) ��̄ pair production in electron-nucleus collisions

via the Cabibbo-Parisi radiative process (with A0
on- or o↵-

shell) and b) � scattering o↵ a detector nucleus and liberating

a constituent nucleon. For the momentum transfers of inter-

est, the incoming � resolves the nuclear substructure, so the

typical reaction is quasi-elastic and nucleons will be ejected.

Q: Does “Light” Make Sense?
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m�,mA0 ⇠ MeV �GeV

Familiar starting point

Simplified Model

Most of  this talk 
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        breaking sector 

 
always there!

Generic          DM mass splitting

HD�c� ! vD�c�

U(1)D

Identical model, Rich pheno, CMB 100% OK! 
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Great for fixed 
target searches
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If  A’ Decays to the SM

... much harder for invisible decays
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FIG. 6. Parameter space for dark photons (A0) with mass mA0 > 1 MeV (see Fig. 7 for

mA0 < 1 MeV). Shown are existing 90% confidence level limits from the SLAC and Fermilab

beam dump experiments E137, E141, and E774 [116–119] the electron and muon anomalous mag-

netic moment aµ [120–122], KLOE [123] (see also [124]), WASA-at-COSY [125], the test run results

reported by APEX [126] and MAMI [127], an estimate using a BaBar result [116, 128, 129], and a

constraint from supernova cooling [116, 130, 131]. In the green band, the A0 can explain the ob-

served discrepancy between the calculated and measured muon anomalous magnetic moment [120]

at 90% confidence level. On the right, we show in more detail the parameter space for larger values

of ✏. This parameter space can be probed by several proposed experiments, including APEX [132],

HPS [133], DarkLight [134], VEPP-3 [135, 136], MAMI, and MESA [137]. Existing and future

e+e� colliders such as BABAR, BELLE, KLOE, SuperB, BELLE-2, and KLOE-2 can also probe

large parts of the parameter space for ✏ > 10�4 � 10�3; their reach is not explicitly shown.

string theory constructions can generate much smaller ✏. While there is no clear minimum

for ✏, values in the 10�12 � 10�3 range have been predicted in the literature [140–143].

A dark sector consisting of particles that do not couple to any of the known forces and

containing an A0 is commonplace in many new physics scenarios. Such hidden sectors can

have a rich structure, consisting of, for example, fermions and many other gauge bosons.

The photon coupling to the A0 could provide the only non-gravitational window into their

existence. Hidden sectors are generic, for example, in string theory constructions [144–147].

and recent studies have drawn a very clear picture of the di↵erent possibilities obtainable in

type-II compactifications (see dotted contours in Fig. 7). Several portals beyond the kinetic

21
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If  A’ Decays Invisibly

Only the g-2 curves are totally model independent
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A’ Decays Invisibly: Neutrino Factories

Figure 2: An illustration of the dark matter production modes and elastic scattering signatures.
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Figure 3: Top: The production of a WIMP pair through neutral meson decay. Bottom: The scattering
of a WIMP in the MiniBooNE detector. The cross again represents the kinetic mixing between the vector
mediator V and the photon.

p+p(n) ! V ! ! $†$. The second is through decays of mesons with large radiative branching
such as !0 and " in the form !0, " ! V # ! $†$#. Once produced, the dark matter beam can
be detected via elastic scattering on nucleons or electrons in the detector, as the signature
is similar to the neutral current scattering of neutrinos. The basic production and detection
principle is summarized in Fig. 2.

At MiniBooNE, the most relevant production mechanisms are via !0 and " which subse-
quently decay to vectors that in turn decay to WIMPs. These WIMPs can then scatter on
the nuclei or electrons in the MiniBooNE detector. This process is detailed in Fig. 3. We
estimate the !0 and " production by averaging and scaling [5] the !+ and !" Sanford-Wang
distributions used in Ref. [30] and use the cuts from the analysis of neutral current scattering
(on nucleons) in Ref. [30] to obtain a total e!ciency of about 35%. (Similar e!ciencies were
adopted in analyzing electron scattering.) Contours in the parameter space of the model
were computed corresponding to 1, 10, and 1000 neutral current-like scattering events on
nucleons or electrons with 2" 1020 POT at MiniBooNE. While the Sanford-Wang distribu-
tion used corresponds to a beryllium target, the results are not expected to di"er much when
steering the beam into the iron beam dump since the ratio of the charged hadron production
(which sets the number of neutrinos produced) to neutral hadrons (which sets the number
of WIMPs produced) does not strongly depend on atomic number.

In Fig. 4, these contours are shown in the plane of direct-detection scattering cross

7

Designed to make neutrinos = large NC backgrounds

Large ~ 100 m - km  baseline degrades acceptance 

Proper search expensive, requires dedicated beam time

However:

(Batell, Pospelov, de Niverville, McKeen, Ritz, Dharmapalan...)

DM produced via nuclear physics, scatters downstream
Pioneering searches w/ MiniBooNE, LBNE, MINOS NOvA...
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Overview 

•a “light” dark sector?

•what can be done today?

•     ... tomorrow?

•why electron beams? 

•BDX progress
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Why Electron Beams? 
Beam backgrounds: negligible(!)

Parasitic: existing beams & detectors 

Cosmic backgrounds: beatable & reducible 

High acceptance: nearby detector & forward kinematics

Complement neutrino factories & visible searches

Discount physics: small & cheap

Friday, September 12, 14



 Ingredients
How to Search 

Electron beam (few-100) GeV,  continuous or pulsed 
Beam dump & dirt ~ 10 m, range out beam BG 

Small Detector for NC scattering: oil, plastic, LAr-TPC...  

Already exist

Just need

Friday, September 12, 14



 Production 

 off-shell radiative 

on-shell A’-strahlungmA0 > 2m� =)

mA0 < 2m� =)

� ⇠ ✏2

m2
A0

� ⇠ ↵D✏2

m2
�

How to Search 

A’ gets large fraction of  beam energy 
Friday, September 12, 14



 Detection

Electron Scattering
Low recoil energies, light mediator

Quasi-elastic Nucleon
Higher recoil energies > 10s MeV,  

How to Search 

Coherent Nuclear
Low recoil energies, light mediator

enhancement, form factor Z2

High Q transfer 
Inelastic hadro-production

⇡,K · · ·

� = 0
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How to Search 

Physics Motivation for a Pilot Dark Matter Search at Je↵erson Laboratory

Eder Izaguirre, Gordan Krnjaic, Philip Schuster, and Natalia Toro
Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 2Y5

( March 26, 2014)

It has recently been demonstrated that a program of parasitic electron-beam fixed-target ex-
periments would have powerful discovery potential for dark matter and other new weakly-coupled
particles in the MeV–GeV mass range. The first stage of this program can be realized at Je↵erson
Laboratory using an existing plastic-scintillator detector downstream of the Hall D electron beam
dump. This paper studies the physics potential of such an experiment and highlights its unique
sensitivity to inelastic “exciting” dark matter and leptophilic dark matter scenarios. The first of
these is kinematically inaccessible at traditional direct detection experiments and features potential
“smoking gun” low-background signatures.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although overwhelming astrophysical and cosmologi-
cal evidence supports the existence of dark matter (DM)
[1], its identity, interactions, and origin remain elusive.
There is currently an active program to probe particle
DM scattering with direct detection experiments, annihi-
lation with indirect detection telescopes, and production
with particle accelerators [2]. However, most of these ef-
forts are designed to find heavy (10�1000 GeV) DM can-
didates and sharply lose sensitivity to lighter (sub-GeV)
states whose signals are either too feeble or lie in high-
background regions. Even direct-detection experiments
[3–5] and proposals [6–8] that are expanding sensitivity
to GeV-scale DM rely on an elastic scattering channel
that is absent or highly suppressed in many DM scenar-
ios [9–16].

Recently it was shown that electron-beam fixed target
experiments o↵er powerful sensitivity to a broad class of
dark sector scenarios that feature particles in the elusive
MeV-GeV mass range [17, 18]. If DM couples to lep-
tonic currents via mediators of comparable mass, it can
be produced copiously in relativistic electron-nucleus col-
lisions and scatter in a downstream detector (see Fig. 1).
Electron beam-dump experiments are complementary to
dedicated e↵orts at proton beam facilities [19–23], and
have comparable DM scattering yield. Electron-beam
experiments can run parasitically on a smaller scale and
benefit from negligible beam-related backgrounds.

Je↵erson Laboratory (JLab) is currently upgrading its
6 GeV electron beam to operate at 12 GeV energies. The
new CEBAF (continuous electron beam accelerator facil-
ity) is scheduled to begin delivering ⇠ 100µA currents in
mid-2014 and presents new opportunities to search for
new light weakly coupled particles. A possible first step
would be a parasitic pilot experiment using an existing
plastic-scintillator detector behind the Hall D electron
beam dump, which will receive a ⇠ 200 nA current [24].
Such an experiment could pave the way for a larger-scale
experiment behind a higher-current beam dump [17]. Re-
markably, even a small-scale pilot experiment has poten-
tial discovery sensitivity to several DM scenarios, which
we explore in this paper. A particularly dramatic signal
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heavier state via A0 exchange. For order-one (or larger) mass
splittings, the metastable state promptly de-excites inside the
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a recoiling target with energy E
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and two charged tracks to
yield a instinctive, zero background signature.
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FIG. 7: a) Scalar DM pair production in electron-nucleus col-
lisions. An on-shell A0 is radiated and decays o↵ diagonally to
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pairs. b) Inelastic up scattering of the lighter '
�

into the
heavier state via A0 exchange inside the detector. For order-
one (or larger) mass splittings, the metastable state promptly
de-excites inside the detector via '

h

! '
�

e+e�. This process
yields a target (nucleus, nucleon, or electron) recoil E

R

and
two charged tracks, which is a instinctive, zero background
signature, so nuclear recoil cuts need not be limiting.

FIG. 1: a) Fermionic DM pair production from A0-
sstrahluung in electron-nucleus collisions. In the generic
scenario with Dirac and Majorana masses for dark sector
fermions, the A0 mediator couples o↵ diagonally to the mass
eigenstates � and  (see Sec. II B 2). b) Detector scatter-
ing via A0 exchange inside the detector. If the mass splitting
between dark sector states is negligible, both the incoming
and outgoing DM states in the scattering process are invisi-
ble and can be treated as the same particle. For order one (or
larger) mass splittings, � can upscatter into the excited state
 , which promptly decays inside the detector via  ! � e+e�.
This process yields a target (nucleus, nucleon, or electron) re-
coil E

R

and two charged tracks, which is a distinctive, low
background signature, so nuclear recoil cuts need not be lim-
iting. Processes analogous to both a) and b) can also exist if
DM is a scalar – see Sec. II B 1

could be seen if DM states are split by & MeV, so that
DM scattering produces energetic e+e� pairs (considered
in other contexts in [9, 11, 14, 16, 25–29]).

The basic production and detection processes we con-
sider here parallel those discussed in [17, 19, 20]. Elec-
trons impinging on atomic nuclei in a beam dump can
emit light mediator particles that promptly decay to pairs
of DM particles or the DM can be radiated via o↵ shell
mediator exchange (Figure 1(a)). The pair of DM parti-
cles emerge from the beam dump in a highly collimated

A’ produces both eigenstates 

 (Inelastic) Detection

DM upscatters into excited state

(beam dump)

Excited state decays promptly 
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could be seen if DM states are split by & MeV, so that
DM scattering produces energetic e+e� pairs (considered
in other contexts in [9, 11, 14, 16, 25–29]).

The basic production and detection processes we con-
sider here parallel those discussed in [17, 19, 20]. Elec-
trons impinging on atomic nuclei in a beam dump can
emit light mediator particles that promptly decay to pairs
of DM particles or the DM can be radiated via o↵ shell
mediator exchange (Figure 1(a)). The pair of DM parti-
cles emerge from the beam dump in a highly collimated
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1. Scalar Spectra

Consider a complex scalar particle � coupled to
a U(1)D gauge boson that gets its mass from the
symmetry-breaking vev of a second charged scalar, HD.
If � and HD have equal and opposite charges, the most
general Lagrangian contains

L � |(@µ � igDAµ)�|2 � �
M2 + ⌘|HD|2� |�|2

� �2H2
D � �|�|4 + h.c., (4)

where gD =
p

4⇡↵D is the U(1)D coupling constant to
dark sector matter. For hHDi 6= 0, the potential con-
tains both diagonal and o↵-diagonal mass terms for �,
which split the mass-eigenstates. The mass eigenbasis
now features two states ' and � whose mass splitting
M� �M' ⌘ � is generically of order the common mass
scale in the dark sector (or smaller for small ).

After symmetry breaking, the mass eigenstates couple
o↵-diagonally to the mediator, via the derivative interac-
tion gDA0

µ�i@µ' + c.c.. Thus, in the presence of mass
splittings, every A0 produced in a beam dump yields a
ground state ' and an excited state �, which can gen-
erate distinct detector signatures. An incident excited
state � scatters by converting into the ground state and
inelastically depositing it energy into the target particle
via A0 exchange. The ground state ' can only interact
with the detector by upscattering into the excited state,
which for � < mA0 decays via � ! A0⇤ ! 'e+e�. In
the �⌧ M� limit, the width for this process is

�(�! ' e+e�) =
4✏2↵↵D�5

15⇡m4
A0

+ O(�6) , (5)

(see Appendix B). For a boost factor of �, the decay
length is

`� = �c/�(�! ' e+e�) (6)
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so for splittings of order the mediator mass, the decay is
microscopic on detector length scales and gives rise to a
distinctive signal.

2. Fermionic Spectra

If the A0 interacts with a dark sector Dirac fermion
 = (�, ⇠†) charged under U(1)D, the Lagrangian in
Weyl components is

L � i�†�̄µDµ�+ i⇠†�̄µDµ⇠ + m(⇠�+ ⇠†�†) + h.c. (7)

Again, for appropriate charge assignments, there are also
Yukawa interactions

L � y�HD��+ y⇠H
†
D⇠⇠ + h.c., (8)

which induce Majorana mass terms after spontaneous
symmetry breaking. Diagonalizing the fermion masses
yields states  and � with masses ⇠ m± yhHDi, respec-
tively and the gauge mediator couples o↵ diagonally to
the mass eigenstates via the gDA0

µ †�̄µ�+ h.c. interac-
tion.

Scattering through A0 exchange is now necessarily in-
elastic and the heavier state  can now de-excite (see
Appendix B) with width

�( ! � e+e�) =
8✏2↵↵D�5

15⇡m4
A0

+ O(�6), (9)

which is parametrically comparable to the corresponding
scalar result in Eq. (5).

C. Smoking Gun Signals

In [17] it was shown that electron beam dumps have
sensitivity to quasi-elastic DM-nucleon scattering, �n !
�n, via A0 exchange, however, for continuous wave (CW)
beams 2, exploiting this process typically requires shield-
ing or vetoing environmental backgrounds. However,
there are two smoking gun signals with such high energy
deposition that the backgrounds can be dramatically re-
duced or even eliminated (see §III B); even a ⇠ 10-event
signal of these types could su�ce for a convincing discov-
ery.

1. High Energy Electron Recoils

For both mediator models in Sec. II A and both dark
sector scenarios in Sec. II B, a typical DM particle pro-
duced in the beam dump can scatter o↵ detector elec-
trons and produce visible recoil energies. The dominant
backgrounds for this channel comes from cosmic muons
which either decay in flight or are stopped in the detector
and decay at rest. Sec. III B will give estimates for these
backgrounds and we comment on their reducibility.

2. Inelastic DM Transitions

Models with non-minimal dark scalar (or fermion)
spectra o↵er a unique signature to be exploited at an
electron beam-dump experiment. If excited states � or

2
For a CW beam, the beam-on live-time coincides with the total

duration of the experiment, which is on the order of several-

months, so timing is di�cult and the detector encounters the

maximum flux of environmental backgrounds over that time in-

terval. In contrast, a pulsed beam delivers electrons in small,

concentrated bunches, so the beam-on time is typically ⌧ 10

�2

of the total experimental run, which dramatically reduces the

detector’s e↵ective exposure to environmental backgrounds.
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splittings, every A0 produced in a beam dump yields a
ground state ' and an excited state �, which can gen-
erate distinct detector signatures. An incident excited
state � scatters by converting into the ground state and
inelastically depositing it energy into the target particle
via A0 exchange. The ground state ' can only interact
with the detector by upscattering into the excited state,
which for � < mA0 decays via � ! A0⇤ ! 'e+e�. In
the �⌧ M� limit, the width for this process is

�(�! ' e+e�) =
4✏2↵↵D�5

15⇡m4
A0

+ O(�6) , (5)

(see Appendix B). For a boost factor of �, the decay
length is

`� = �c/�(�! ' e+e�) (6)

' 0.01cm
⇣�

2

⌘✓
10�3

✏

◆2✓
0.1

↵D

◆✓
50 MeV

�

◆5⇣ mA0

50 MeV

⌘4
,

so for splittings of order the mediator mass, the decay is
microscopic on detector length scales and gives rise to a
distinctive signal.

2. Fermionic Spectra

If the A0 interacts with a dark sector Dirac fermion
 = (�, ⇠†) charged under U(1)D, the Lagrangian in
Weyl components is

L � i�†�̄µDµ�+ i⇠†�̄µDµ⇠ + m(⇠�+ ⇠†�†) + h.c. (7)

Again, for appropriate charge assignments, there are also
Yukawa interactions

L � y�HD��+ y⇠H
†
D⇠⇠ + h.c., (8)

which induce Majorana mass terms after spontaneous
symmetry breaking. Diagonalizing the fermion masses
yields states  and � with masses ⇠ m± yhHDi, respec-
tively and the gauge mediator couples o↵ diagonally to
the mass eigenstates via the gDA0

µ †�̄µ�+ h.c. interac-
tion.

Scattering through A0 exchange is now necessarily in-
elastic and the heavier state  can now de-excite (see
Appendix B) with width

�( ! � e+e�) =
8✏2↵↵D�5

15⇡m4
A0

+ O(�6), (9)

which is parametrically comparable to the corresponding
scalar result in Eq. (5).

C. Smoking Gun Signals

In [17] it was shown that electron beam dumps have
sensitivity to quasi-elastic DM-nucleon scattering, �n !
�n, via A0 exchange, however, for continuous wave (CW)
beams 2, exploiting this process typically requires shield-
ing or vetoing environmental backgrounds. However,
there are two smoking gun signals with such high energy
deposition that the backgrounds can be dramatically re-
duced or even eliminated (see §III B); even a ⇠ 10-event
signal of these types could su�ce for a convincing discov-
ery.

1. High Energy Electron Recoils

For both mediator models in Sec. II A and both dark
sector scenarios in Sec. II B, a typical DM particle pro-
duced in the beam dump can scatter o↵ detector elec-
trons and produce visible recoil energies. The dominant
backgrounds for this channel comes from cosmic muons
which either decay in flight or are stopped in the detector
and decay at rest. Sec. III B will give estimates for these
backgrounds and we comment on their reducibility.

2. Inelastic DM Transitions

Models with non-minimal dark scalar (or fermion)
spectra o↵er a unique signature to be exploited at an
electron beam-dump experiment. If excited states � or

2
For a CW beam, the beam-on live-time coincides with the total

duration of the experiment, which is on the order of several-

months, so timing is di�cult and the detector encounters the

maximum flux of environmental backgrounds over that time in-

terval. In contrast, a pulsed beam delivers electrons in small,

concentrated bunches, so the beam-on time is typically ⌧ 10

�2

of the total experimental run, which dramatically reduces the

detector’s e↵ective exposure to environmental backgrounds.

` = c⌧

Releases ~ GeV energy

� > 0
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Basic Concept 

 12 GeV (pulsed?)

Fiducial volume = 1m3 Oil based detector (CH2)* 
Depth = 15 m.w.e.

Layout

Average current ~ 80µA

1022 EOT (~ 1 yr.)

10�4(Duty cycle ~           ,  live-time ~       s)103
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Beam Correlated Backgrounds

Neutrinos from beam  π/µ

Ejected “Fast” Neutrons

Nuclear recoil cut 

, below cuts 

Beam backgrounds very small=)

Nuclear recoil cut E
recoil

> 10 MeV

Consistent with SLAC mQ rates 

En < 10MeV

(0.1� 1) BG event per 1022 e�

Basic Concept 
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Beam Uncorrelated Backgrounds

Cosmic muons

Consistent with CDMS-SUF (~ 10 m.w.e)

Decays in flight ~ 0.005 Hz (veto)
Stopped decays ~ 100 µs cut (veto)

Cosmogenic neutrons 
�(E > 10 MeV) ⇡ 2⇥ 10�2m�2s�1

Pulsed beam ~ livetime                       cosmic BG events  

=) Small, Measurable 
Sensitivity ~ 10 event signal yield

103 s , O(10)

Basic Concept 
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aD = 1

BaBar

Hg- 2Lm K+

e-Beam , mc = 10 MeV

LSND
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Overview 

•a “light” dark sector?

•what can be done today?

•         ... tomorrow?

•why electron beams? 

•BDX progress
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What Can Be Done Today?

Continuous wave  12 GeV

Aluminum beam dump

Oil based detector (CH2)* 
Depth = 15 m.w.e.

No neutron rejection (veto muons)

=) ⇠ 10

22
Electrons/Yr.80µA

  JLab CEBAF

Sensitivity ~ 20,000 signal events

Nn ⇠ 400, 000 , Systematics ⇠ 2.5%
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What Can Be Done Today?
  JLab CEBAF

Quasi-elastic nucleon , CW beam 

aD = 0.1

BaBar
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2¥104 events, mc = 10 MeV
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What Can Be Done Today?
  JLab CEBAF

Electrophilic scattering, CW beam 

aD = 1

BaBar

Hg- 2Le

Hg- 2Lm

JLab 2¥104 events, mc = 10 MeV
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10-8

10-7

10-6

10-5
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E = 12 GeV HJLabL , 1022 EOT , Dist. = 20 m. , Det = 1 m3

� = 0
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Around the Corner 1

95% cosmic neutron reduction

2.5 % systematics (n flux) 

Comparable to CDMS-SUF 

Sensitivity ~ 1000 event signal yield 

Need one/some:

Neutron moderator 
Active neutron veto

Directional information
Oil-based, cubic-meter fiducial

Depth ~15 m.w.e

Some BG reduction (JLab)

Goal: 
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aD = 0.1

BaBar

K+

2¥104, 1¥103 events, mc = 10 MeV
LSND
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aD = 1

BaBar

Hg- 2Le

Hg- 2Lm

JLab 2¥104, 1¥103 events, mc = 10 MeV
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E = 12 GeV HJLabL , 1022 EOT , Dist. = 20 m. , Det = 1 m3

Electrophilic scattering, CW beam � = 0

Around the Corner 1
Some BG reduction (JLab)
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Aggressive BG reduction (JLab)

99.9% background reduction ~ 400 events
Statistics dominated uncertainty
Sensitivity ~ 40 event signal yield 

Around the Corner 2

Need all (?) of  these:

Oil-based, cubic-meter fiducial
Depth ~15 m.w.e

Neutron moderator 
Active neutron veto

Directional information

Goal:
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Around the Corner 2
Aggressive BG reduction (JLab)

Quasi-elastic nucleon , CW beam 

aD = 0.1

BaBar

K+

2¥104, 1¥103, 40 events, mc = 10 MeV
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electrophilic scattering, CW beam 

aD = 1

BaBar

Hg- 2Le

Hg- 2Lm

2¥104, 1¥103, 40 events, mc = 10 MeV
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40 event yield contours 

Side Comment 
Vary DM Mass
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Abstract

MeV-GeV dark matter (DM) is theoretically well motivated but remarkably unexplored. This
Letter of Intent presents the MeV-GeV DM discovery potential for a 1 m3 segmented plastic
scintillator detector placed downstream of the beam-dump at one of the high intensity JLab
experimental Halls, receiving up to 1022 electrons-on-target (EOT) in a one-year period. This
experiment (Beam-Dump eXperiment or BDX) is sensitive to DM-nucleon elastic scattering at
the level of a thousand counts per year, with very low threshold recoil energies (⇠1 MeV), and
limited only by reducible cosmogenic backgrounds. Sensitivity to DM-electron elastic scattering
and/or inelastic DM would be below 10 counts per year after requiring all electromagnetic
showers in the detector to exceed a few-hundred MeV, which dramatically reduces or altogether
eliminates all backgrounds. Detailed Monte Carlo simulations are in progress to finalize the
detector design and experimental set up. An existing 0.036 m3 prototype based on the same
technology will be used to validate simulations with background rate estimates, driving the
necessary R&D towards an optimized detector. The final detector design and experimental set
up will be presented in a full proposal to be submitted to the next JLab PAC. A fully realized
experiment would be sensitive to large regions of DM parameter space, exceeding the discovery
potential of existing and planned experiments by two orders of magnitude in the MeV-GeV DM
mass range.
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Test Run w/ Existing Detector:

12)            CORMORAD - COre Reactor MOnitoRing by an Antineutrino Detector               M.Battaglieri - INFN Genova

CORMORAD prototype
CORMORINO

scale (1:3)3 ~3% m3

 Size: 40 x 30 x 30 cm3

Prototype cell
 4 30x5x5 cm3 NE110 bars
 1 5x10x10 cm3 NE110 block

 12.5 µm Gd foils wrapping

 Light read-out: 
18 Photonis 
XP2312 3” PMTs
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Figure 5: In the study case the CORMORINO detector is deployed ⇠15m downstream the Hall-D
beam-dump enclosure. The detector is placed above the ground within an iron shielding pit.

experiment, originally designed to study neutrino oscillations, recently completed a test run to
demonstrate the feasibility for MeV �s [17] search. In the experiment, the primary 8.9 GeV proton
beam from the FNAL accelerator impinged on a 50-m long iron beam-dump. Dark matter particles
are produced through neutral mesons decay (⇡0, ⌘), where one of the photons converts to an A

0

that, in turns, decays to a �� pair. These particles can then scatter on the electrons or nuclei
in the MiniBooNE detector, placed 490 m downstream the beam-dump. The otherwise dominant
neutrinos background, generated by charged mesons decay in flight, was reduced by a factor of ' 70
directing the proton beam straight on the dump, instead of the original beryllium target. With the
support of the FNAL PAC, MiniBoone has collected 1.1 1020 protons on target in this beam-dump
mode between October 2013 and April 2014. They will continue to take data in this configuration
until September of 2014, and the team is testing analysis methods on the first two months’ data.

2.4 A beam-dump experiment at JLab

The experiment proposed in this Letter of Intent would require a 1 m3-scale (or smaller) detector
volume, located at tens of meters downstream of the dump of a high-intensity multi-GeV electron
beam, and could run parasitically (see [10] for a proof-of-concept example). See Fig. 4 for a schematic
representation of the experimental setup. The experiment will use both electron scattering and low-
energy nuclear recoil signatures, combined with excellent forward geometric acceptance, to greatly
extend dark matter sensitivity beyond that available to the high threshold/low acceptance E137
setup or to existing proton beam-dumps. The approach also makes good use of Jefferson Lab
upgrade to 12 GeV energies with the new CEBAF scheduled to deliver up to ⇠ 100µA currents.

3 A study case: CORMORINO and JLab Hall-D beam-dump

In this Section we report results of a study for a possible beam-dump experiment at JLab. The case
study places an existing detector, CORMORINO, downstream of the Hall-D beam-dump, as shown
in Fig. 5. We study this option in detail because CORMORINO implements a technology that we
consider as a viable option for a full scale experiment and that, with minor modifications, can be
easily used to measure cosmogenic backgrounds and validate simulations. Beam-related backgrounds
were simulated in the Hall-D beam-dump configuration because, being above ground, this represents
a set-up where CORMORINO could be easily installed with no need for major civil construction to
perform a test run and validate the MC estimates. Based on these considerations, in this Section
we report estimates for beam-related and beam-unrelated background rates in this experimental

11

Test Run w/ Existing Detector:

Hall D Test run w/              EOT w/ CORMORINO.

 Can it cover new ground?   

1019
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6

beam dump would be near or at ground level (the latter
if run in o↵-axis mode). The various backgrounds asso-
ciated with the test-run can be divided into two kinds:
those originating from the beam, and those unrelated to
the beam (cosmic-originated events). Beam-related back-
grounds were estimated to be negligible even with 1022

EOT [17], so we ignore these for the remainder of this
section. In what follows we estimate the beam-unrelated
backgrounds for leptophilic (electron channel) and inelas-
tic models.

Models where up-scattering to an excited state is fol-
lowed by a prompt decay of the excited state leave a
unique signature. The signal consists of an e+e� pair,
collectively depositing ⇠ GeV energy, and a hard recoil
from either an electron, nucleon, or nucleus. If each of
these particles could be separately resolved, then this
signal would be easily separated from cosmogenic back-
grounds. For example, if the excited state lifetime is
cm-scale, then the recoil and e+e� pair would frequently
appear in di↵erent cells of the detector. Even for prompt
decays and a simple plastic scintillator detector — where
the total energy deposited is probably the only observable
signal — this energy may be su�cient to stand out over
backgrounds. The same is true of the electron-scattering
signal.

The most important background process comes from
cosmic muons which then decay to an electron. There
are two possibilities to consider: stopped and decay-in-
flight muons. The former can be removed entirely by
vetoing on muon hits in a window as large as 100 µs and
by cutting on ER > mµ ⇡ 52.5 MeV. The timing window
can be applied while still having little e↵ect (⇠ 1%) on
the detector livetime.

The rate of muon decays in flight within the detec-
tor can be inferred from measurements of the muon flux
at sea-level [69]. For a CORMORINO-sized detector,
we estimate a total rate of ⇡ 10�2 Hz. In 90 days of
beam-on live time, this gives approximately 105 decay-
in-flight muons. While this background component is
quite sizeable, it is also reducible with a high e�ciency
by vetoing events with electronic activity coincident with
an incoming charged particle. Furthermore, most of
the decaying muons are significantly less energetic than
the the multi-GeV signals from electron recoils or de-
excitation. For example, requiring Eµ > 2 GeV reduces
the decay-in-flight rate to ⇡ 6 ⇥ 10�4 Hz. Assuming a
103 background-rejection e�ciency yields O(10) decay-
in-flight muon events in 90 days. In contrast, demanding
requiring ER > 2 GeV has a weak (negligible) e↵ect on
the electron-recoil (inelastic de-excitation) signal e�cien-
cies (See Fig. 5).

In Sec III C we discuss the details of the signal simula-
tion. In Sec. IV we give sensitivity estimates for the two
classes of signals studied so far. These assume sensitivity
at the 10-event level based on this estimates given above.
Though we do not explicitly model energy thresholds or
beam degradation, these are expected to be at most O(1)
corrections to the signal yield.

e, D = 1 MeV
e, D = 5 MeV
e, D = 10 MeV
e, D = 15 MeV

Nuc., D = 20 MeV
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FIG. 5: Top: Di↵erential recoil spectra in arbitrary units for
fermion DM scattering inelastically o↵ electrons with di↵er-
ent mass splittings � and a thick blue curve (color online) de-
noting the nucleon recoil distribution, whose shape does not
change visually for the parameters we consider in this paper.
Each di↵erential cross section is convolved with a monte carlo
distribution of incoming � energies that pass through the de-
tector. Bottom: Lab frame distribution of the combined elec-
tron and positron energies after  ! �e+e� de-excitation for
various  energies in the m

 

� m
�

limit. Note that beam
degradation (not simulated) would broaden the distribution
and pull it towards lower energies. Moreover, for � . m

�
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peak energy scales as Ebeam
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�
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C. Simulation

The calculation of the signal yield is factorized into two
reactions which are analogous to QED processes: produc-
tion and re-scattering. On the production side, we use a
modified version of Madgraph 4 to simulate the process
depicted in the top panel of Fig. 1

eZ ! (A0(⇤) ! ��̄)eZ, (12)

where Z stands for an individual nucleus in the beam
dump target, made mostly of aluminum. A nuclear form
factor from [70] was used in the modified Madgraph ver-
sion. The production simulation is used to extract the

Physics Motivation for a Pilot Dark Matter Search at Je↵erson Laboratory

Eder Izaguirre, Gordan Krnjaic, Philip Schuster, and Natalia Toro
Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 2Y5

( March 26, 2014)

It has recently been demonstrated that a program of parasitic electron-beam fixed-target ex-
periments would have powerful discovery potential for dark matter and other new weakly-coupled
particles in the MeV–GeV mass range. The first stage of this program can be realized at Je↵erson
Laboratory using an existing plastic-scintillator detector downstream of the Hall D electron beam
dump. This paper studies the physics potential of such an experiment and highlights its unique
sensitivity to inelastic “exciting” dark matter and leptophilic dark matter scenarios. The first of
these is kinematically inaccessible at traditional direct detection experiments and features potential
“smoking gun” low-background signatures.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although overwhelming astrophysical and cosmologi-
cal evidence supports the existence of dark matter (DM)
[1], its identity, interactions, and origin remain elusive.
There is currently an active program to probe particle
DM scattering with direct detection experiments, annihi-
lation with indirect detection telescopes, and production
with particle accelerators [2]. However, most of these ef-
forts are designed to find heavy (10�1000 GeV) DM can-
didates and sharply lose sensitivity to lighter (sub-GeV)
states whose signals are either too feeble or lie in high-
background regions. Even direct-detection experiments
[3–5] and proposals [6–8] that are expanding sensitivity
to GeV-scale DM rely on an elastic scattering channel
that is absent or highly suppressed in many DM scenar-
ios [9–16].

Recently it was shown that electron-beam fixed target
experiments o↵er powerful sensitivity to a broad class of
dark sector scenarios that feature particles in the elusive
MeV-GeV mass range [17, 18]. If DM couples to lep-
tonic currents via mediators of comparable mass, it can
be produced copiously in relativistic electron-nucleus col-
lisions and scatter in a downstream detector (see Fig. 1).
Electron beam-dump experiments are complementary to
dedicated e↵orts at proton beam facilities [19–23], and
have comparable DM scattering yield. Electron-beam
experiments can run parasitically on a smaller scale and
benefit from negligible beam-related backgrounds.

Je↵erson Laboratory (JLab) is currently upgrading its
6 GeV electron beam to operate at 12 GeV energies. The
new CEBAF (continuous electron beam accelerator facil-
ity) is scheduled to begin delivering ⇠ 100µA currents in
mid-2014 and presents new opportunities to search for
new light weakly coupled particles. A possible first step
would be a parasitic pilot experiment using an existing
plastic-scintillator detector behind the Hall D electron
beam dump, which will receive a ⇠ 200 nA current [24].
Such an experiment could pave the way for a larger-scale
experiment behind a higher-current beam dump [17]. Re-
markably, even a small-scale pilot experiment has poten-
tial discovery sensitivity to several DM scenarios, which
we explore in this paper. A particularly dramatic signal
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into the
heavier state via A0 exchange inside the detector. For order-
one (or larger) mass splittings, the metastable state promptly
de-excites inside the detector via '

h

! '
�

e+e�. This process
yields a target (nucleus, nucleon, or electron) recoil E

R

and
two charged tracks, which is a instinctive, zero background
signature, so nuclear recoil cuts need not be limiting.

FIG. 1: a) Fermionic DM pair production from A0-
sstrahluung in electron-nucleus collisions. In the generic
scenario with Dirac and Majorana masses for dark sector
fermions, the A0 mediator couples o↵ diagonally to the mass
eigenstates � and  (see Sec. II B 2). b) Detector scatter-
ing via A0 exchange inside the detector. If the mass splitting
between dark sector states is negligible, both the incoming
and outgoing DM states in the scattering process are invisi-
ble and can be treated as the same particle. For order one (or
larger) mass splittings, � can upscatter into the excited state
 , which promptly decays inside the detector via  ! � e+e�.
This process yields a target (nucleus, nucleon, or electron) re-
coil E

R

and two charged tracks, which is a distinctive, low
background signature, so nuclear recoil cuts need not be lim-
iting. Processes analogous to both a) and b) can also exist if
DM is a scalar – see Sec. II B 1

could be seen if DM states are split by & MeV, so that
DM scattering produces energetic e+e� pairs (considered
in other contexts in [9, 11, 14, 16, 25–29]).

The basic production and detection processes we con-
sider here parallel those discussed in [17, 19, 20]. Elec-
trons impinging on atomic nuclei in a beam dump can
emit light mediator particles that promptly decay to pairs
of DM particles or the DM can be radiated via o↵ shell
mediator exchange (Figure 1(a)). The pair of DM parti-
cles emerge from the beam dump in a highly collimated

Hall D test run, CORMORINO
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FIG. 7: Scalar upscattering assuming � ! ' + e+e� de-
excitation in the A0 (top, middle) and leptophilic (bottom)
scenarios. Top: ↵

D

overlay for M
'

+ M
�

= m
⇡

0 , which is
inaccessible at LSND. Middle: A0 mediated inelastic upscat-
tering for various mass splittings. In this parameter space,
there is a potential constraint from LSND [20] since electrons
from the de-excitation can mimic target-electron recoils inside
the detector, but a full analysis is beyond the scope of this
work. The de-excitation signal is vetoed by the BaBar and
rare K+ decay searches shown in the middle plot of Fig. 2.

electron. For prompt excited states de-excitations, only
the ground state makes it to the detector downstream of
the beam dump, where it can up-scatter to the excited
state. The latter then de-excites within the detector for
certain regions of the parameter space. The top and mid-
dle plots in Fig. 7 show the 10-event level sensitivity at
a test-run for the scalar DM scenario, for fixed choices of
� = M� �M'. The � is chosen so as to have a prompt
de-excitation within the detector. Thus, at least one of
the e+ e� pair is visible, regardless of whether the ground
state ' up-scatters o↵ of a nucleus, nucleon, or electron
in the detector, and regardless of the recoil energy. Note
that B-factory and rare Kaon decay searches are insensi-
tive to this scenario, because these analyses veto on extra
event activity. Constraints from LSND for m0

A < m⇡0 do
apply to this scenario, but are di�cult to model; we sim-
ply indicate the kinematic limit to LSND sensitivity in
Fig. 7(middle). Fig. 7 (bottom) shows similar projections
varying � in the leptophilic scenario.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown that a test run for a par-
asitic fixed-target experiment to search for DM at Je↵er-
son Laboratory could have sensitivity to several well mo-
tivated scenarios in only a few months of livetime. Moti-
vated by e↵orts to launch such a test run experiment [24],
we considered signal yields for a small (sub meter-scale)
plastic scintillator detector positioned above ground 10
meters downstream of a fixed target – a geometry simi-
lar to that at the existing Hall D beam dump. With 1019

electrons on target, signal yields are su�ciently high to
give a test run experiment unprecedented sensitivity to
DM that couples to the visible sector through leptophilic
mediators. The same experiment can also probe scenar-
ios where the DM upscatters into an excited state. In
this case, the excited state’s decay into e+e� deposits
GeV-scale energy in the detector, irrespective of the tar-
get electron, nucleus, or nucleon’s recoil energy. These
signals can deposit considerably higher energies than the
dominant cosmogenic backgrounds. These findings sug-
gest that a small test-run demonstrating the viability of
electron beam dump searches for light dark matter will
provide new sensitivity to unexplored dark matter sce-
narios.
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Figure 17: Left: BDX yield projections for a a kinetically-mixed dark-photon (A0) coupled to a
nearly-invisible Dirac fermion � in the electron recoil channel. The experimental setup is identical
to that of the previous figure. The red and purple curves show 3 event yields with 500 MeV and
2 GeV cuts on electron recoils respectively. Right: BDX yield projections for a kinetically mixed
dark-photon that decays to two distinct fermions (one lighter, one heavier) whose masses are split
by � = 50 MeV. This interaction arises generically whenever both Dirac and Majorana masses
are present in the dark sector. The lighter state can scatter off detector electrons, nucleons, and
nuclei to induce an inelastic transition into the excited (heavier) state, which can promptly decay
down to the lighter state while simultaneously emitting a visible electron-positron pair with ⇠ few
GeV of energy. The observable in this scenario is the combined electromagnetic energy from this
de-excitation including both the target-particle’s recoil and energy of the electron positron pair.

As short-term R&D activity, we are planning to validate the simulation results by setting up
the veto counter, iron and lead shielding around the CORMORINO detector and measure the
cosmogenic background identifying the different sources. We are also discussing the option of
proposing a short test run with CORMORINO behind the Hall-D beam-dump before that the full
detector will be built. This measurement can help to further test and validate detector concept and
simulations, e.g. using the time coincidence for cosmogenic background rejection, as well to confirm
estimates for the beam-related background.

On a mid-term scale, we will investigate other detector options (or upgrades) to reduce costs and
increase sensitivity. Indeed, a plastic scintillator detector, such as CORMORINO, is a good starting
point towards an optimised detector for a beam-dump experiment. It presents some key-features
that we want to preserve in the final detector design:

• a high number of protons that struck by a � release a visible energy within the active target;

• a fast timing (�T < 70 � 100ps) to place a tight time coincidence window with a reference
signal from the beam (RF) for cosmogenic background rejection;

• simplicity and reliability of operations being the plastic an inert material, reasonably stable
in time;

• scalability to larger instrumented volume (at least from CORMORINO to ⇠1 m3 size);

• segmentation for interaction vertex reconstruction and background rejection enhancement;

• easy sensitivity extension to GeV-energy electrons by sampling the electromagnetic shower
produced in thin foils of lead placed between the scintillator bars.
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Summary
Electron fixed-target searches are powerful

Can run parasitically at existing facilities 

High acceptance, negligible beam BG, reducible cosmic BG

JLab, SLAC, Mainz, DESY, Super KEK-B

Probe much viable MeV – GeV range

Definitively cover (g-2)µ, complement proton and visible A’ searches
Dedicated experiment can extend sensitivity by orders of  magnitude

Only the beginning
BDX positive review from  JLAB PAC-42, full proposal underway
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